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Abstract-Video data hiding is at rest an essential 
research subject. We implementing an advanced video 
data hiding method that performs erasure correction 
capability of repeat accumulate codes and superiority 
of forbidden zone data hiding. Selective embedded is 
applied in the suggested procedure to conclude host 
signal samples that appropriate for data hiding.  This 
method includes a temporal synchronization scheme in 
the sequence to resist insert attacks and frame drop. 
The suggested frame work is examined by emblematic 
broadcast temporal against MPEG-2, H.264 
compression, frame rate adaptation attacks and other 
familiar video data hiding methods. The decoding 
error principles are stated for conventional system 
parameters. The simulation outputs specified that the 
frame work can be favorably makes use in video data 
hiding operations. 

  
 Keywords: Data hiding, forbidden zone data hiding,     
quantization index modulation, repeat accumulate 
Codes. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Data hiding is the method of implanting facts into a 
host medium. In common arrival and visual media 
are favored. The common form of data hiding method 
does not rely upon the host media type. the methods 
change rely upon the disposition of specific media. 
 
 Data hiding in video sequences is accomplished in 
two major techniques:  Data level and bit stream 
level. In bit stream level the repetitions with in the 
current squeezing principles are abused. Usually 
encoders have discrete alternatives at the time 
encoding and this freedom of choices is appropriate 
for conspiracy with the aim of data hiding .Anyhow 
these methods very much believe on the structure of 
the bit stream. Therefore they are absolutely quite 
strong, in the sense that in many cases they pretense 
bear several pattern modification. Therefore this form 
of data hiding approach is usually recommended for 
delicate operations. On the other hand data level 
applications are major robust to charge. So they are 
applicable for a deeper scope of methods.   
Although their delicacy, the bit stream -based 
properties are quiet drawing attention for data hiding 

methods. Essentially in the prolixity in block size 
choice of H.264 cipher is abused for hiding data. In 
additional way the  quantization parameter and 
discrete cosine transform crescents are modified in 
the bit stream-level.  
Anyhow, maximum of the video data hiding 
properties apply uncompressed video data. Sarkar et 
al.  Recommended a huge amount transform domain 
data hiding in MPEG-2 videos. They enforced QIM 
to low frequency DCT coefficients and becoming the 
quantization parameter established on MPEG-2 
parameters. Therefore inclusions and deletions arise 
at the decoder. That aims de-synchronization. They 
exploit RA codes after combat deletions. As they 
fitting the parameters conferring to nature of frame, 
every frame is refined independently. 
 
RA codes are enforced in image data hiding. Robust 
chunk alternative arrangement in de-synchronization 
moreover they promoted RA codes to knob deletions. 
Inclusions and deletions can be further organized by 
convolution codes. Various coordinate decoders are 
recycled to factual de-synchronization failures. 
Anyhow it is detected that specific system is 
favorable though the count of picked anchor signal 
model is plenty beneath the complete digit of anchor 
signal models.3-D DWT rule is recycled to hide data. 
They adaption L.L sub band coefficients plus do not 
accomplish each robust choices.  As a result they do 
not adoption error correction codes healthy to 
deletions. Alternatively they adopt BCH code to 
grow error correction capability. The authors 
accomplished 3-D interleaving in beneficial to 
achieve free of local blow-up of errors. Furthermore 
they implemented frame drop, insert and repeat.  
In this paper, we suggest a new block-based  choosy  
embedding  type data hiding  foundation that wrap 
forbidden zone data hiding and RA codes in  
conformity with extra  material simultaneity device. 
FZDH is a useful data hiding procedure. RA codes 
are earlier recycled in image and video data hiding 
due to their robustness against deletions. This 
robustness admits to manage de-synchronization 
bounded by embedded and decoder that take place as 
a conclusion of distinctness in the picked 
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coefficients. AS in to include frame synchronization 
methods, we divide the chunks into two batches. One 
batch is recycled for frame marker implants. Second 
batch is recycled for message bits. We present 
confident altitude of robustness across frame drop, 
repeat and insert attacks. We make use of efficient 
RA codes to cipher message bits and frame marker 
bits.  Every bit is combined with a chunk exist in a 
cluster of frames. Anchor signal coefficients recycled 
for data hiding are picked at 4 levels.  
First, frame choice is accomplished. Frames with 
enough number of chunks are elated. Later alone few 
prearranged low frequency DCT coefficients are 
granted to hide data. Next the average energy of the 
chunks is wonted to be larger than a prearranged 
threshold. The last level the intensity of every 
coefficient is distinguished opposite to other 
threshold. 
                                         

II. FORBIDDEN ZONE DATA HIDING 

 Data hiding process is implemented depends on a 
novel procedure of forbidden zone, where no 
changing is produced in a host signal when message 
embedding part. Depending on the supported 
probability of problem, the limitation of the 
forbidden zone change, as a compromise between 
robustness and embedding distortion. It creates 
benefit of this zone using a unique control parameter 
in combined with modulating quantizes for data 
embedding. The combination of the implement 
scheme over QIM is displayed normally and 
empirically through simulations. The process is done 
differentiate with DC-QIM and its low power and 
higher power level. 
Every part is transmitted differentiate long back, it 
should be communicate the process through the type 
of accuracy part and RA data is previously combined 
in photo data hiding. To cover mistakes, the 
transmitted part gathered output in de-
synchronization and it must be used RA program and 
entering and deleting should be may covered by 
convolution program data at embedded way. To 
manipulate de-synchronization bugs different parallel 
procedural decoders are implemented. However, a 
part is resulting when the different type of files are 
captured node signal specification is mostly low 
capable than the whole integer of node signal 
specifications is examined. To hide text three 
dimensional concrete wavelet sending module is 
applied. It should do not expose no one correct 
gathering as it should be prepared less to less sub 
band coefficients. So deletion of text they do not use 
error clarification program robust. In the procedure to 
gather rid of neighbor burst of bugs the developer 

implemented three dimensional interleaving. 
Combining to cope with rental fights a rental 
synchronization procedure is implemented. In this 
paper, with a combination rental synchronization 
procedure, a fresh part dependant combined 
procedural text hiding framework is implemented 
which transform of forbidden zone data hiding and 
program. The specification of QIM, a negation text 
hiding process is displayed to be higher. 

 
 
 
 
                           Fig. 1.  Proposed video data hiding frame work 
 
III. PROPOSED VIDEO DATA HIDING FRAME 
WORK 
 
The procedure should not be negation text hiding 
process is a part dependent combined video text 
hiding is implemented here and displayed to be future 
to QIM and responsive with Distortion-Compensated 
Quantization procedural simplification and deletion 
transformation via RA programming part. To 
simplify node signal specification must be imported 
in text hiding are implemented by marked combing 
and each other, it can be a developer part should be 
marked and coefficient marked data. The 
resynchronization having some different bugs that 
should be a part of the combination. It is captured 
through RA program. By the supporting of different 
specification execution of negation text hiding 
process in different dimensions the de 
synchronization through to coefficient marking is 
maintained and the parts are implemented its own 
way. The intra and mediator blocks do not displayed 
specific reasons is observed here. Therefore the 
implanted three dimensional mediator procedure in a 
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specific level to deletions normal captures of bugs, 
and implementation to the total less amount of sub 
path of higher wavelet sending and don’t having used 
marked embedding. To the future reference in a 
specific way to maintain level collapsed, combine, or 
rotation gambling, we must be implemented the 
process with tool background developers. Hence, to 
spread a total video data hiding process that is 
resistant to de-synchronization must having a 
problem to marker combined and robust to rental 
wars. It should be initiated the real contribution of 
this paper is, while developing implementation of the 
major of negation text hiding process  
. 
Framework: 
The combined specifications for a one pattern as 
displayed in diagram Y-part is used for text 
combining. In the least part, pattern gathering is 
displayed and the combined pattern are transmitted 
part wise. For every patter, having a one bit is hidden. 
After gathering of 8x8 DCT of the part, the power 
data is implemented on the special points that are 
already imported in a block. The marking blocks of 
specification occupations are imported to hide data 
bit m. m is a part of text bits or part of 
synchronization markers. Text transformation of 
every bunch is classified by importing RA program 
for T consecutive patterns. Every pattern is selected 
to single of these patterns at the starting. After the 
opposite sending node pattern is specified.  
The developed program is the both roles of the 
combined, with the error that pattern marking is not 
specified. Diagram displays the transmission data for 
a one pattern. The specific patterns are removed by 
specified pattern of synchronization markers. The 
creator marker should be the common procedure 
variable and explained the common signal pattern 
that should be monitors to text extraction step. Non-
selected patterns are captured as removal. Erasures 
and decoded text data probabilities are selected to RA 
decoder for T consecutive items as a total and then 
the hidden text is decoded. 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig.2. Sample coefficient masks denoting the selected frequency 
band. 
 
 

 
 
Fig.3. a typical block partitioning for message bits and frame 
synchronization markers 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig.4. Typical host frame 
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Fig.5. Corresponding marked frame using FZDH 
  
RA program is less complexity turbo-connect data. It 
is transform of specified data, mediator level and a 
convolution encoder. The sender patterns must be 
allowed R rotations and periodically transformed 
specialized on a pattern. The mediator node sequence 
is selected via a represented encoder with a sender 
pattern 1/ (1+D), where D specifies a nearest way 
delay.  
The specific combination of RA pattern, source 
sending data is transformed at the starting of the 
result as displayed in the diagram. In this procedure, 
we developed systematic RA programs to be contains 
m1 as u1+v1 and m2 as u2+v2. Here, u1 represented 
the encoded text pattern and u2 is the encoded 
sequence synchronization selective bits. RA 
programming is developed in the form of sum-
product algorithm. 
 
Every pattern must be having within a procedure of T 
consecutive patterns is allotted a nearer pattern part 
sending from 0 to T-1. These senders are utilized to 
explained the pattern bugs, adds and removals, as 
well as the exit of the combined of patterns at which 
notation all compulsory text bits are gathering for RA 
decoder.  
The Frame displays the specified by K2 protocols. 
These texts are RA encoder RK2 bits are contained. 
Hence, RK2 patterns are manipulated for pattern 
markers. K2 >> log2T, so these a little parts of 2K2 
code sentence is encountered. Therefore, we can 
reflect the good patterns with higher probability. 
Using the sequential frame pattern data, the 
robustness increases. RA data evaluated the result 
code information of the adjacent pattern indices. 
Bugs are low likely to spreads when decoding 
adjacent patterns indices.  
 
A data structure of length RK1 is kept for channel 
observation probability values, ohm. The structure is 
initialized with erasures (ohm= 0.5 for m=0 and 
m=1). At each frame, frame synchronization markers 
are decoded first. Message decoding is performed 
once the end of the group of frames is detected. Two 
frame index values are stored: current and previous 

indices. Let fcur and fpre denote the current and 
previous frame indices, respectively. Then the 
following rules are used to decode u1.  
 
If fcur>T, then skip this frame. (This case 
corresponds to unmarked frame.)  
 
If fcur= fpre, then skip this frame. (This case 
corresponds to frame repeat.)  
 
Otherwise, process the current frame. Put om values 
in the corresponding place of the data structure. Non-
selected blocks are left as erasures.  
 
If fcur< fpre, then the end of the group of frames is reached. 
Decode the message bits and obtain u1. Initialize data structure. 
 
IV. CONCLUSION 
 
The fresh video data hiding pattern that creates the 
implantation of removal rectifying stamina of RA 
programming data and the highly displaying of 
negation text hiding process is implemented in this 
paper. To the pattern of specified blocks through 
pattern specialization selectors this procedure is also 
used. The data hiding procedure of the implemented 
pattern way. The initially we differentiate negation 
text hiding process and QIM. The most common for 
least combining distortion steps, we intimated that 
negation text hiding process is higher level to QIM. 
The pattern procedure was compiled with MPEG-2, 
H.264 density, scaling and frame-rate specification 
error. These bug simplification decoding normally 
pattern procedures are submitted. The outputs 
specified that in video data hiding developing things 
the pattern must be done without fail. In the nearest 
specialization depends on procedural is also 
differentiate with the implemented pattern against the 
canonical watermarking procedure JAWS. The 
outputs display most useful thing over JAWS and a 
combine procedures.  The implemented procedures. 
The resultant must be displayed bright on use of good 
levels. These development of a specializations 
combined the particular of these pattern should be 
evaluated. 
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